Tranche Bonus - Procedure H

The tranche bonus that all wallet users are entitled to, is an equal share of 10% of every
tranche; This has been increased from 5% for the first three initial conversion tranches and
will be continued at a bonus of 10%; It has been agreed that 1 ILN must be held in a wallet
to access this bonus;

The ilien team have agreed:

1. that 10% of all tranche conversions on the tranche conversion date, will be transferred in
to the Tranche Bonus Master Wallet, for distribution to all “qualified tranche bonus wallet
holders”, on an equal pro rata basis, as soon as is practicably possible, on the receipt of
the tranche 10%, in the Tranche Bonus Master Wallet;
2. that “qualified tranche bonus wallet holder”, can mean that a wallet holder has signed up
their wallet public address, and their email address, to the “tranche bonus sign up” on
www.ilien.io prior to a tranche conversion date, for a specific wallet to be included in that
tranche bonus, and all future tranche bonus distributions;
a. that as ilien is grounded upon truth and honour, and as the tranche bonus
distribution is on an equal pro rata basis, the ilien team agrees that auto checks are
in place, to monitor “tranche bonus sign ups”, allowing only one dedicated wallet
receive address against a dedicated email address;
b. that any dishonourable abuse of the “tranche bonus sign up”, by the use of
multiple email addresses, and/or multiple wallet receive addresses, will cause
automatic disqualification for those specific wallets, from all future tranche bonus
distributions;
c. that there is no right of appeal for an automatic disqualification, due to “tranche
bonus sign up” procedural abuse;
d. that a minimum cap of 1.00 ILN per wallet is initially set, for the first tranche
bonus distribution;
3. OR that a development script is used after each tranche to distribute this bonus based on a
wallet minimum if 1.00 ILN;
4. that the minimum cap per wallet, for a tranche bonus may be increased, if deemed
necessary, however it is agreed that any necessary cap increase, cannot disincentivise or
put out of reach, future tranche bonus distributions, to new and future wallet holders;
5. that the first three tranche bonus’s under this procedure were set at 5%;
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Further details remain to be agreed, prior to using either route 2 or 3 above;
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